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Bernarducci Meisel Gallery is pleased to present a solo exhibition for Harry Holland. As part of the 

BMG first look program there will also be ten paintings by British painter Harry Holland on view. 

Holland’s work depicts ethereal nude paintings of women in surreal and whimsical situations. Although 

the paintings don’t leave much to the imagination regarding the figures of the women, the compositions 

lend a lot to the imagination in terms of narrative. Each painting contains an untold story for the viewer to 

come up with.  

 

Holland’s Homeward depicts a sole nude figure floating upwards above the clouds. The flesh tone of the 

figure remains lively against the deep blue of the clear sky. The identity of the figure is hidden by her 

pose as she floats away from us. The musculature of her body mimics the curvature of the soft clouds. 

Whereas the figures long, dark hair stands out amongst the white clouds. 

 

Holland’s work marries mythical nudes with whimsical and ethereal qualities of Surrealism. In Pillar a 

group of angelic nudes circles a column of the Tuscan order, a variation of the Greek Doric column, 

which was popular in late 16th Century Italy. The nudes, floating and embracing, reminisce on the 

imagery of the three graces. Always depicted nude, these ladies are interacting  with one another 

exhibiting a different aspect of virtuous characteristics.  

 

Holland trained at the St. Martin’s School of Art in London from 1965-1969. Since then his work has 

been acquired by the Portrait Gallery Canada, Tate Gallery, British Museum, Welsh Arts Council, The 

European Parliament Collection, and many other notable institutions. This is Holland’s first solo 

exhibition in the United States.  

 

For further information or images please contact Marina Press at marina@meiselgallery.com or 

212.593.3757.  Viewing hours are Tuesday through Saturday 10:00am to 5:30pm. 

 

Exhibition Catalogue available for Adam Normandin 
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